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Abstract

We present a quadtree-based selective refinement algorithm for real-time, view-dependent image warping used to

present images with mirror displays that require a non-linear predistortion. The algorithm applies two-pass rendering,

and recursively generates and selectively refines the underlying image grid with locally adapted levels of detail. Each

discrete level of detail is determined by computing and evaluating the displacement error on the image plane within the

image space of the mirror optics. The algorithm generates and refines only those image portions that contain visible

information by considering an oriented convex container of the rendered scene. While display specific details of the

algorithm are explained based on the more complex case of a particular mirror display, the Virtual Showcase its general

functionality is valid for other non-linear displays.

r 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and contribution

Displays that require a non-linear predistortion to

present undistorted images on non-planar surfaces (e.g.

[1–3]) or to neutralize optical distortion (e.g. [4–6])

usually apply multi-pass rendering techniques. Projec-

tive textures [7] or uniform grids are used to deform the

image generated during the first pass before it is

displayed as a texture map during the final pass.

However, these approaches do not consider the error

generated from a piecewise linear texture interpolation

to adapt the underlying geometry.
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For instance, curved mirror displays that stereosco-

pically produce three-dimensional images generally do

not predistort the graphics before they are displayed.

Yet, some systems apply additional optics, such as

lenses, to stretch or undistort the reflected image (e.g.

[8,9]). However, these devices constrain the observer to a

single point of view or to very restricted viewing zones.

For the Virtual Showcase mirror display [4] a view-

dependent rendering is required to support freely

moving observers. The existing image warping algo-

rithms for curved Virtual Showcases predistort a

uniform image grid and consequently do not consider

the local error that is generated from a piecewise linear

texture interpolation. These algorithms can only pro-

duce an acceptable image quality within a significantly

large amount of rendering time.

The algorithm presented in this article improves the

uniform image warping techniques for curved Virtual

Showcases by defining an appropriate error metric

and implementing a quadtree-based selective refinement
rved.
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method that generates adapted local levels of detail.

It attempts to produce a predefined image quality within

a minimum amount of rendering time.

While display specific details of our algorithm are

explained based on the Virtual Showcase display, its

general functionality is valid for other non-linear

displays, such as for curved projection-based systems.
2. Background

In [4] a new mirror display is presented—the Virtual

Showcase. It consists of two main parts: the actual

showcase covered with a half-silvered mirror coating

and a stereoscopic graphics display underneath that is

reflected towards the observer. By making use of optical

see-through technology, it allows the three-dimensional

graphical augmentation of real artifacts placed inside

the Virtual Showcase and supports multiple tracked

users looking at the Virtual Showcase from different

sides. This functionality is supported by the fact that the

Virtual Showcase has the same form factor as a real

showcase traditionally used for museum exhibits.
Fig. 2. The image-based two-pass rendering method th

Fig. 1. A head-tracked user (left) observes a warp
Our cone-like prototype is particularly intriguing

(cf. Fig. 1). It consists of a single convex curved mirror

sheet, which provides an edge-free and seamless

surround view onto the displayed artifact. Nevertheless,

curved mirrors introduce a curvilinear optical deforma-

tion of the reflected image.

An image-based two-pass rendering method has been

presented in [4], which warps a generated image by

projecting it individually for each pixel (cf. Fig. 2): First,

an image of the showcase’s virtual content is generated

from the observer’s point of view using a traditional on-

axis perspective projection (cf. Fig. 2-left). This image is

geometrically approximated by a simple uniformly

tessellated grid that is transformed into the current

viewing frustum in such a way that it is positioned

perpendicular to the optical axis. Next, the grid vertices

are transformed with respect to the viewpoint and the

mirror optics and projected onto the display surface (cf.

Fig. 2-center). Finally, the image that was generated

during the first pass is mapped onto the warped grid

using texture mapping and bi- or tri-linear texture

filtering during the second pass (cf. Fig. 2-right). This

process is repeated for multiple individual viewpoints
at is used with a uniform tessellated image gird.

ed image (right) inside the Virtual Showcase.
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when stereoscopic viewing and/or multiple observers

need to be supported.
3. Motivation

If image warping is applied for a non-linear predis-

tortion, the required grid resolution of the underlying

image geometry depends on the degree of curvilinearity

that is introduced by the display (e.g. caused by the

properties of a mirror, a lens, or a projection surface).

Pixels within the triangles of the warped image mesh are

linearly approximated during rasterization (i.e. after the

second rendering pass). Thus, some image portions

stretch the texture while others compress it. This results

in different local image resolutions.

If, on the one hand, the geometric resolution of an

applied uniform grid is too coarse, texture artifacts are

generated during rasterization (cf. Fig. 11a). This

happens because a piecewise bi- or tri-linear interpola-

tion within large triangles is only a crude approximation

to neutralize the curvilinear optical transformations. If,

on the other hand, the grid is oversampled to make the

interpolation sections smaller (cf. Fig. 11b), interactive

frame rates cannot be achieved.

In addition to the speed of the first rendering pass, the

performance of view-dependent multi-pass methods

depends mainly on the complexity of the image

geometry that influences geometric transformation times

and on the image resolution that influences texture

transfer and filter times.

This article focuses on the image geometry. We

introduce a selective refinement method that generates

image grids with appropriate local grid resolutions on

the fly. This method avoids oversampling and the

occurrence of artifacts within the final image. Note that

we do not consider a level-of-detail refinement of the

scene geometry that is rendered during the first pass.

Although this would also reveal an additional speedup

for the overall rendering process, it is out of the scope

of this article. The interested reader may be referred to

the extensive work that has been done in this area

(e.g. [10–16]).

The main difficulty for a selective refinement method

that supports mirror displays is that in contrast to

simpler screens, a displacement error that defines the

refinement criterion has to be computed within the

image space of the mirror optics, rather than in

the screen space of the display. For convexly curved

mirrors, this requires fast and precise numerical

methods. For displays that do not contain view-

dependent optical components (e.g. curved screens),

these computations are much simpler because analytical

methods or look-up tables can be used to determine the

error within the object space (e.g. the screen space).
While Section 5 first presents our image triangulation

approach, Section 6 outlines the general recursive grid

generation algorithm. Section 7 describes our main

generation and refinement criteria, and how to efficiently

compute them to achieve interactive framerates. Since

the computations of the refinement criteria are partially

display specific, some components are explained using

the example of the cone-shaped Virtual Showcase.

Finally, Section 8 presents the results that have been

achieved for our example, and Section 9 outlines the

display specific components of the algorithm and

describes how they can be adapted for other displays.
4. Related work

The presented work is influenced by two major areas

of computer graphics and visualization research and

development. Developers of different types of displays

need to predistort images in order to compensate for

distortion caused by the particular display. On the other

hand, the real-time visualization and transformation of

complex geometry requires the introduction of areas of

interest and corresponding different levels of detail in

the rendering process. The following sub-sections out-

line the related work in both areas.

4.1. Warping for displays

Most traditional displays are designed as centered

optical systems. The optics used for head-mounted

displays (HMDs), for instance, are normally placed

perpendicular on the optical axis (on-axis) and conse-

quently allows for an efficient predistortion to correct

geometrical aberrations during rendering. Rolland and

Hopkins [17] describe a polygon-warping technique as

one possible distortion correction method for HMDs.

Since the optical distortion for HMDs is constant, a

two-dimensional lookup table is precomputed that maps

projected vertices of the virtual objects’ polygons to their

predistorted location on the image plane. This approach

requires subdividing polygons that cover large areas on

the image plane. Instead of predistorting the polygons of

projected virtual objects, the projected image itself can

be predistorted, as described by Watson and Hodges [5],

to achieve a higher rendering performance.

Several projection-based displays apply multi-pass

rendering and image warping to present undistorted

images on non-planar and off-axis surfaces. Raskar et al.

[3], for instance, apply projective textures [7] and three-

pass rendering to seamlessly project images onto static

real surfaces. Subsequently, Bandyopadhyay et al. [1]

demonstrated the same approach for movable surfaces.

Yang et al. [6] propose to warp uniform grids in

combination with multipass rendering to support multi-

ple roughly aligned projectors displaying a unified high-
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resolution image onto a planar surface. Van Belle et al.

[2] integrate geometric predistortion methods that apply

image warping into the projector hardware.

Projecting undistorted images with zero-parallax onto

planar or non-trivial static (i.e. movable but not deform-

able) surfaces does not require a view-dependent

warping however, even though the generation of the

image content might be view dependent.

In contrast to the display approaches described above

predistortion for non-centered off-axis displays that

possibly integrate additional elements such as curved

mirrors or lenses, into the optical path do require a view-

dependent image generation and warping. This is also

the case for curved Virtual Showcases.

4.2. Level of detail rendering

Recent advances in level-of-detail (LOD) rendering

take advantage of temporal coherence to adaptively

refine geometry between subsequent frames. Especially,

terrain-rendering algorithms locally enhance terrain

models by considering viewing parameters.

Hoppe introduced progressive meshes [11] and a later

developed a view-dependent refinement algorithm for

progressive meshes [12,13]. Given a complex triangle

mesh, Hoppe first pregenerates a coarse representation

called base mesh by applying a series of edge collapse

operations. A sequence of precomputed vertex split

operations that are inverse to the corresponding edge

collapse operations can then be applied to the base

mesh’s regions of interest to successively refine them.

The selection of the appropriate vertex split operations

is based on his refinement criteria. Lindstrom [15]

describes a method that generates a view-dependent

and continuous LOD of height fields dynamically in

real-time, instead of precomputing a coarse base mesh

and a sequence of refinement steps. He hierarchically

subdivides a regular height field into a quad-tree of

discrete grid blocks with individual LODs. Beginning

with the highest LOD, Lindstrom locally applies a two-

step surface simplification method: he first determines

which discrete LOD is needed for a particular region by

applying a coarse block-based simplification, and then

performs a fine-grained re-triangulation of each LOD

model in which vertices can be removed. To satisfy

continuity among the different LODs, Lindstrom

considers vertex dependencies at the block boundaries.

The main difference between both methods is that

Lindstrom performs a dynamic simplification of high-

resolution height fields for domains in R2 during

rendering. Lindstrom’s mesh definition provides an

implicit hierarchical LOD structure. Hoppe applies

refinement steps to low-resolution LODs of arbitrary

meshes during rendering. His mesh definition is more

general and does not require an implicit hierarchical

LOD structure. Consequently, the refinement steps and
the low-resolution base mesh have to be precomputed.

In addition, he applies triangulated irregular networks

(TINs) for triangulation, rather than regular grids. Note

that these two types of refinement methods may be

representative for related techniques.

Since our image grid can also be parameterized in R2

and provides an implicit hierarchical LOD structure,

multiple LODs or appropriate refinement steps do not

need to be precomputed but can be efficiently deter-

mined on the fly. This is similar to Lindstrom’s

approach. However, simplifying a high-resolution mesh

instead of refining a low-resolution mesh would require

to re-transform all grid vertices of the highest LOD after

a change of the viewpoint occurred. This is very

inefficient, since for the type of displays that we consider,

viewpoint changes normally happen at each frame.

In contrast to the static geometry that is assumed in

Lindstrom’s and Hoppe’s case our image-grid geometry

is not constant but dynamically deforms with a moving

viewpoint. Consequently, the geometry within all LODs

dynamically changes as well.

Therefore, we propose a method that dynamically

deforms the image geometry within the required LODs

while selectively refining the lowest-resolution base mesh

during rendering. The method aims at minimizing the

displacement error of the image portions, the complexity

of the image geometry and consequently the number of

vertex transformations and triangles to be rendered.
5. Image triangulation

Instead of transforming and rendering a uniform

high-resolution mesh, we start from the coarsest

geometry representation and successively refine it locally

until certain refinement criteria are satisfied. Due to the

well-defined structure of our image grid, all possible

global or discrete LODs can be computed at runtime—

including the highest, which is the uniform high-

resolution representation of the mesh itself.

Fig. 3 illustrates our quadtree-based image triangula-

tion approach, which is similar to Lindstrom’s triangu-

lation method for height fields [15]. While Fig. 3-left

shows an unrefined patch at LOD n; Fig. 3-right shows
the same patch at LOD n þ 1 with lower LOD

neighbors. Given a highest LOD of m; we chose an

indexed ð2m þ 1Þ � ð2m þ 1Þ matrix structure to store the

grid vertices.

For illustration purposes we want to differentiate

between the following types of patch vertices:

* L-vertices are vertices at the corners of a patch (e.g. at

indices ½i; j�; ½i; l�; ½k; l� and ½k; j� in Fig. 3-left);
* X-vertices are vertices at the center of a patch (e.g. at

index ½ðk � iÞ=2; ðl � jÞ=2� in Fig. 3-left);



Fig. 3. Triangulation of unrefined patch at LOD n (left), and triangulation of refined patch at LOD n þ 1 with resolution transitions

(right).
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* T-vertices are vertices that split the patch edges after

refinement (e.g. at indices ½i; ðl � jÞ=2�; ½k; ðl � jÞ=2�;
½ðk � iÞ=2; l�; and ½ðk � iÞ=2; j� in Fig. 3-right).

To refine a patch, it is divided into four sub-patches

by computing the corresponding four T-vertices, as well

as the four X-Vertices that lie inside the sub-patches.

Note that the matrix structure is in our particular case

equivalent to a quad-tree data structure. To ensure

consistency during rasterization, the T-vertices have to

be connected to their neighboring X-vertices wherever a

LOD transition occurs, for example at all four neighbors

of the refined patch, as shown in the example illustrated

in Fig. 3-right.

Due to the well-defined matrix structure that contains

the image grid, the following conditions are given:
(i)
 A clear relationship between the X-vertices and T-

vertices exists: X-vertices can never be T-vertices,

and vice versa.
(ii)
 Each patch has definite L-vertices, T-vertices and

X-vertices, whose indices can always be computed.
(iii)
 Each X-vertex can be explicitly assigned to a single

patch at a specific LOD.
(iv)
 Each T-Vertex can be explicitly assigned to exactly

one or two adjacent patches at the same LOD.
The triangulation methods described above require

continuous level-of-detail transitions [16]. This implies

that neighboring patches do not differ by more than

one LOD.
6. Recursive grid refinement

The objective of this step is to generate an image grid

that provides a sufficient local grid resolution (i.e.

appropriate discrete LODs) to avoid artifacts within

the rasterized texture that would result from under-

sampling, as well as oversampling.

The following pseudo-code illustrates our approach to

recursively refine a grid patch, which initially is

equivalent to the lowest LOD (i.e. the patch at the
lowest LOD is outlined by the L-vertices at the four

corners of the image geometry):

Algorithm 1. Recursive grid refinement.

RecursiveGridRefinementði; j; k; lÞ

1:
 begin
2:
 a ¼ ðk � iÞ=2; b ¼ ðl � iÞ=2

3:
 if GeneratePatchð½i; j�; ½i; l�; ½k; l�; ½k; j�; ½a; b�Þ

4:
 begin
5:
 TransformPatchVerticesð½i; j�; ½i; l�; ½k; l�; ½k; j�; ½a; b�Þ

6:
 P ¼ P,f½i; j; k; l�g

7:
 if RefineFurtherð½i; j�; ½i; l�; ½k; l�; ½k; j�; ½a; b�Þ

8:
 begin
9:
 RecursiveGridRefinementði; j; a; bÞ

10:
 RecursiveGridRefinementða; j; k; bÞ

11:
 RecursiveGridRefinementði; b; a; lÞ

12:
 RecursiveGridRefinementða; b; k; lÞ

13:
 if jo2m þ 1 TC½a; j�þ ¼ 1
14:
 if ko2m þ 1 TC½k; b�þ ¼ 1
15:
 if l > 1 TC½a; l�þ ¼ 1
16:
 if l > 1 TC½i; b�þ ¼ 1
17:
 end
18:
 end
19:
 end
The patch that has to be refined is stored at indices

i; j; k; l within our matrix structure. Condition (ii) allows

us to locate the position of the patch-individual X-vertex

at indices a; b (line 2). First, we evaluate whether or not a

patch has to be generated at all (line 3). The conditions

that are implemented within the GeneratePatch function

will be discussed in Section 7.1. The four L-vertices and

the X-vertex are transformed from the image plane to

the display surface (line 5)—as outlined in Section 2 and

described in detail in [4]. For the Virtual Showcase the

image plane is located within the image space of the

mirror optics. In this case, these mappings composite

the vertex individual model-view transformations to

neutralize reflection and refraction, as well as the

projection transformation that maps a vertex onto the

display surface. Note that vertices are only transformed
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once—even if the recursive refinement function ad-

dresses them multiple times. This is realized by attaching

a marker flag to each vertex. A reference to the

transformed patch is stored in patch set P by adding

the patch’s indices to P (line 6). In line 7, we call a

function that evaluates the transformed patch based on

predefined refinement criteria and decides whether or

not this patch has to be further refined. Our main

refinement criterion is described in Sections 7.2–7.4. If

this decision is positive, the patch is divided into four

equal sub-patches and the refinement function is

recursively called for all of these sub-patches (lines 9–

12). Note that condition (ii) also allows us to determine

the indices of the patch’s four T-vertices, which

become L-vertices of the sub-patches in the next

LOD. Consequently, the GeneratePatch and the Refine-

Further functions represent the exit conditions for the

recursion.

In Section 5.1 we said that T-vertices have to be

connected to their neighboring X-vertices whenever an

LOD transition occurs to ensure consistency during

rasterization. To detect LOD transitions, we attach a

counter (TC) to each T-vertex. This counter is incre-

mented by 1, each time the corresponding T-vertex is

addressed during the recursive refinement (lines 13–16).

Note that the if-conditions ensure a correct behavior of

the counter at the image geometry’s boundaries. Due to

condition (iv) each counter can have one of the

following three values:

* 0: indicates that the T-vertex is located at a boundary

edge of the image geometry or it is contained by a

discrete LOD that is higher than the required one for

the corresponding region.
* 1: indicates a LOD transition between the two

neighboring patches that—with respect to condition

(iv)—belong to the T-vertex.
* 2: indicates no resolution transition between the two

neighboring patches that belong to the T-vertex.

After the image grid has been completely generated,

all patches that are referred to in P are rendered with

appropriate texture coordinates during the second

rendering pass. Thereby, the counters of the patch’s

four T-vertices are evaluated. Depending on their values,

either one or two triangles are rendered for each

counter. These triangles form the final patch. Counter

values of 0 or 2 indicate no LOD transition between

adjacent patches. Consequently, a single triangle can be

rendered, which is spanned by the T-vertex’s neighbor-

ing two L-vertices and the patch’s X-vertex, illustrated

in Fig. 3-right. A counter value of 1, however, indicates

a LOD transition. According to Section 5.1, two

triangles have to be rendered that are spanned by the

T-vertex itself, the two neighboring L-vertices and the

X-vertex of the adjacent patch, illustrated in Fig. 3-left.
7. Generation and refinement criteria

This section discusses the patch generation and

refinement criteria that are implemented within the

GeneratePatch and RefineFurther functions. The input

for these functions is the four L-vertices, as well as the

X-vertex of a patch. They deliver the Boolean value true

if the patch has to be generated, transformed, rendered

or further refined, or false if this is not the case.

The GeneratePatch function that supports an appro-

priate image clipping, and an evaluation criterion that

considers the scene’s convex container is described in

Section 7.1.

In general, the RefineFurther function can represent a

Boolean concatenation of multiple refinement criteria,

such as maximal patch size, angular deformation, etc.

An important refinement criterion for LOD methods is

the screen space error. Since the computations of this

displacement error are display specific, we describe an

important variation of the screen space error that can be

applied for convex mirror displays—the image space

error. This error is explained in greater detail in Sections

7.2–7.4.

7.1. Spatial limits

The multi-pass rendering method that is described in

Section 2 uses the scene’s bounding sphere to determine

the parameters of the symmetric viewing frustum and

the image size (cf. Fig. 2-left). Since all image generation

methods assume a rectangular image shape that is

adapted to today’s screen shapes, the bounding sphere

provides enough information to determine the rectan-

gular image size.

Bounding spheres, however, are only rough approx-

imations of the scene’s extensions and consequently

cover a fairly large amount of void space. This

void space results in grid patches on the image plane

whose texture does not contain visible color informa-

tion.

To speed up our method, we aim at avoiding these

patches while creating the image grid. This implies that

these patches are not transformed and refined during the

RecursiveGridRefinement algorithm and that they are

not rendered during the second rendering pass. As a

result our algorithm generates and renders an image grid

that is not rectangular but dynamically approximates

the silhouette of the scene as perceived from the

observer’s perspective. A condition that causes the

recursion to exit in these cases is implemented within

the GeneratePatch function: We evaluate a tighter

convex container, such as an oriented convex hull or a

bounding box, of the scene that is generated either in a

prepreprocess for static objects, or at runtime for

animated scenes. For each untransformed patch that is

passed recursively into the RecursiveGridRefinement
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algorithm, we have to determine whether the container is

visible on that patch—partially or as a whole.

Our approximation is twofold: First, we intersect

the geometric lines of sight from e to all four L-vertices

of the patch with the front-facing portion of the

container. Second, we intersect the geometric lines of

sight from e to front-facing container vertices

with the patch. If at least one of the resulting rays

causes an intersection, the patch might contain visible

color information and it will be further processed. If,

however, none of the rays cause intersections, the patch

is not treated further (i.e. it will not be transformed nor

refined or rendered). If the convex container is

represented as a triangle mesh, a fast ray-triangle

intersection method [18] is applied together with the

front-facing container triangles. Note that as for vertex

transformations, the intersection information are buf-

fered and looked up in the memory, rather than re-

computing them multiple times while evaluating adja-

cent patches.

We use oriented convex hulls as containers. It is

obvious that the complexity of the container influences

the performance of this method. Although a precise

container can eliminate a maximum number of patches,

the number of intersection tests increases with the

container’s number of vertices and polygons. Our

experiments have shown that the highest speedups are

reached if the container is as simple as an oriented

bounding box or a very coarse but tighter convex hull

(cf. Figs. 6, 7, 11). However, the complexity of the

convex hull that maximizes the speedup and balances

intersection tests with patch generations depends on the

scene and the required rendering precision.

7.2. Image space error

The consideration of the screen space error that is

determined relative to a display surface is a common
Fig. 4. Samples on transformed patch (left). The distance between de

patch results in the image space error (right).
measure for many computer graphics methods (e.g.

[12,13,15]). In contrast to traditional displays, curved

mirror displays create a view-dependent, non-planar image

surface, which is located inside the mirror optics.

Consequently, an appropriate error function has to

consider this optical transformation. Our error is deter-

mined by first warping the curved image surface into an

image plane, and then computing the screen space error on

this plane. We call this error image space error ðdisÞ:
The image space error is a variation of a screen space

error that can be computed for convex mirror displays

that present the image plane within the image space of

their optics, rather than on a display surface. We want to

define the image space error as the geometric distance

between the desired position ðvd Þ and the actual

appearance ðvaÞ of a point on the image plane.

Consequently, the image space error is given by dis ¼
jvd � vaj and delivers results in image space coordinates

(e.g. mm in our case).

In case of our Virtual Showcase mirror optics, the

image space is the reflection of the object space (i.e. the

physical display screen in front of the mirror optics) that

optically overlays the physical space inside the Virtual

Showcase. In addition, the optically deformed pixels do

not maintain a uniform size within the image space. They

are deformed in exactly the same way as the entire image

after being reflected from the object space into the image

space—although on a smaller scale. Consequently, we

chose the Euclidean distance between geometric points as

an error metric, rather than expressing the image space

error with a uniform pixel size.

For any given pixel on the transformed patch with

texture coordinates u; v; we can compute dis as follows

(cf. Fig. 4):

First, we determine the pixel’s world coordinate v00 at

u; v within the object space (i.e. on the display surface).

Note that the pixels, which are mapped onto the patch’s

transformed vertices, optically appear at their correct
sired and actual appearance of samples near the untransformed
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locations on the image plane inside the image space.

This is because their exact mappings have been

determined during the patch’s transformation. This

transformation considers the laws of geometric optics,

for example reflection and refraction laws. Note also

that the pixels that are displayed anywhere else (i.e.

inside one of a patch’s triangle) do not necessarily

appear at their correct locations on the image plane.

This is because their positions on the display surface are

approximated by a linear texture interpolation, rather

than by optical laws.

The second step is to determine the position of the

optical image ðv0Þ of v00 within the image space of the

mirror optics. The projection of v0 onto the image plane

results in va: The transformation from v00 to va will be

discussed in detail in Section 7.3.

In an ideal case, va is located at the position that also

maps to the texture coordinates u; v within the un-

transformed patch. We can identify the location that

does this as our desired image position vd : However, if

vaavd ; the image space error dis for this pixel is non-

zero.

We chose to compute the image space errors for the

four points on the transformed patch (4-left) that should

map to the patch’s T-vertices on the untransformed

patch (4-right) as if the image space errors were zero for

these positions. Obviously, this is not the case in our

example, shown in Fig. 4-right.

Since the untransformed patch is a rectangular quad,

small image space errors suggest that the optical

mapping between the transformed and untransformed

patch is linear. Furthermore, we can then conclude that

a linear texture interpolation within the displayed

transformed patch produces approximately correct

results while being mapped (i.e. reflected and refracted)

into image space. Consequently, we can say that the

resulting image space errors describe a patch’s curvili-

nearity at the representative pixel locations.

To decide whether or not a patch has to be further

refined, we determine the largest of the four image space

errors. If it is above a predefined threshold value %dis the

patch has to be further refined and the RefineFurther

returns true.

7.3. Computing object–image reflections

To compute va from a given viewpoint e; the object

point v00 and the optic’s geometry is equivalent to finding

the extremal Fermat path from v00 to e via the optics. In

general, this would be a difficult problem of variational

calculus.

Beside ray- and beam-tracing approaches, several

methods have been proposed that approximate reflec-

tion on curved mirrors to simulate global illumination

phenomena within rendered 3D scenes. All of these
methods face the above mentioned problem in one or

the other way.

Mitchell and Hanrahan [19], for instance, solve a

multidimensional non-linear optimization problem for

explicitly defined mirror objects ðgðxÞ ¼ 0Þ with interval

techniques. To compute reflected illumination from

curved mirror surfaces, they seek the osculation ellipsoid

that is tangent to the mirror surface, whereby its two

focal points match the light source and the object point.

For a given viewpoint e; Ofek and Rappoport [20]

spatially subdivide the object space into truncated tri-

pyramid shaped cells. In contrast to solving an

optimization problem, they apply accelerated search

techniques to find the corresponding cell that contains

the object v00 at interactive rates.

While Mitchell’s multidimensional optimization ap-

proach is far from being applied at interactive rates,

Ofek’s search method offers a good approximation for

rendering global illumination effects, such as reflections

but does not provide the precision required by an optical

display.

In the following, we present a numerical minimization

method to compute the object–image reflection for

specific mirror surfaces, such as cones and cylinders.

For such surfaces, we can reduce the optimization pro-

blem to only one dimension. Consequently, our method

provides an appropriate precision at interactive rates.

For the subsequent example we chose a cone-shaped

mirror surface, since this surface type has also been used

for our Virtual Showcase display (cf. Fig. 1).

Cones and similar bodies of revolution have the

property that multiple surface points lie on a common

plane. For example, all points on the straight line

spanned by a cone’s peak and an arbitrary point on its

bottom circle lie on the same plane. Consequently,

individual plane parameters can be determined for all

angles around the cone’s principle axis.

To determine an object’s ðv00d Þ image for a given

viewpoint e and mirror surface gðxÞ ¼ 0; we first assume

an arbitrary angle a around the cone’s principle axis. We

then determine the surface’s tangent plane TP1 at a by

computing a surface point and the surface normal at a:
Since gðxÞ is an explicit function, we can compute the

surface normal by using its first-order derivatives g=ð@xÞ:
Next, we reflect v00d over TP1 to its corresponding

position within the image space and project it onto the

image plane, as described in Section 7.2. In Fig. 5, the

projected image point is outlined by v:
To verify the quality of our assumption, we reflect v

back into the object space and project it onto the display

surface. For a given v; gðxÞ and e; a simple analytical

solution exists to determine this image–object transfor-

mation: The ray spanned by e and v is intersected with

gðxÞ by solving a simple quadratic equation. In the case

of our conical Virtual Showcase, the quadratic equation

is given by inserting the linear ray equation into the



Fig. 5. Object–image reflection via numerical minimization.
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quadratic equation of a cone, and solving for x: The
surface intersection i; together with the normal vector at

i determined using the surface’s first-order derivatives

gives the tangent plane TP2 at i: Reflecting v and e over

TP2 and projecting the reflection of v onto the display

surface using the reflection of e as center of projection,

results in point v00: The image–object transformation is

illustrated in Fig. 2-center. Note that for simplicity, the

image–object transformation and the object–image

transformation have been described as simple reflec-

tion/projection transformations. Normally, they incor-

porate refraction as well.

If the tangent plane at a produces the extremal

Fermat path between v00d and e; the geometric distance D
between v00d and v00 is zero, TP1 ¼ TP2; and va ¼ v:
Otherwise D is non-zero.

To approximate the correct a; we minimize the above-

described function for D: Since this function depends

only on a; we can apply fast numerical optimizers for

one dimension. However, because we cannot easily

derive its first-order derivatives but it appears to be

nicely parabolic near its minimum, we apply Brent’s

inverse parabolic interpolation [21] with bracketing.

To speed up the minimization process (i.e. to reduce

the number of function iterations), we can constrain the

function range for a particular v00d : As illustrated in Fig. 5,

the minimization is restricted to find a between a1 and a2:
These boundaries can be determined as follows: given e

and the untransformed patch that belongs to v00d ; we

evaluate the projections on the mirror surface of the

untransformed patch at the next lower LOD. The two

angles a1 and a2 at the horizontal extrema of these

projections are the corresponding boundary angles. Note

that these projections are determined while transforming

the patches (i.e. within TransformPatchVertices). Thus,

for efficiency reasons, they are stored and looked up in

the memory, rather than re-computing them again.

Our experiments showed that sufficiently precise

solutions can be found after a small number of

iterations. Typically, we achieve average errors of
D ¼ 0:002 mm with an average of 3 iterations. This

value is still two orders of magnitude smaller than the

smallest image space error we experimented with

ðdis ¼ 0:1 mmÞ:

7.4. Error direction propagation

Although the number of iterations is relatively small,

the computational expenses of four minimization steps

per patch result in a noticeable loss of performance.

Especially, while evaluating the large number of higher

LOD patches, such an approach might not produce a

speedup.

We also noticed that the direction in which the highest

image space error (i.e. the one of the four patch sides

where dis is maximal) propagates is the same for higher

LOD patches that are derived from the same parent

patch.

However, from which level of detail on this is the case

depends on the display’s properties. If, for instance, the

optics produce well-behaved image deformations, the

propagation direction of the highest error is consistent

for relatively high LODs. If, on the other hand, the

optics produces noisy images, the error direction

alternates as randomly.

To benefit from this situation, we specify a LOD L
depending on the optic’s and the display surface’s

properties. For patches that are below L; we determine

the image space error as described above: we compute dis

at all four edges and find the highest value. In addition,

we record the error direction (i.e. the edge where dis is

maximal) for each patch.

For patches that are above L we reuse the error

direction of the corresponding parent patch and compute

dis only for the edge in this direction, rather than at all

four edges. By doing this, we assume that the largest error

will occur in the same direction as for the parent patch.

Consequently, we reduce the number of minimization

steps from four to one for all patches that are above L—
i.e. for the majority of all relevant grid patches.

Our experiments have shown that this heuristic leads

to a significant speedup while producing the same visual

final output.

Note that although we deal with a simple mirror

shape (i.e. a cone), an algorithm that uses a precom-

puted look-up table (e.g. such as the one described by

Ofek [20]) instead of dynamic numerical minimizations

would either result in fairly large data-structures that

cannot be efficiently searched, or in a precision that is

not adequate for an optical display.

8. Results

Our experiments were concerned with the perfor-

mance of the described approaches as well as with the



Fig. 7. Spatially limited grids for different perspectives: entire
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resulting image quality that can be expressed by

evaluating the average local displacement error on the

image plane. Our Virtual Showcase mirror display that

was driven by a Pentium IV with 2 GHz and FireGL II

graphics acceleration was used to carry out these

experiments.

Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate several outcomes of the

RecursiveGridRefinement algorithm for different image

space error thresholds while using the same point of

view, scene, and optics (i.e. the Virtual Showcase, as

illustrated in Fig. 1). Note that stretched image regions

with a lower curvature are rendered with a lower discrete

LOD, and compressed regions with a higher curvature

are rendered with a higher discrete LOD. Note also that

LOD transitions are continuous. Fig. 7 reveals how

effectively the relevant image geometry can be identified

with an oriented bounding box, rather than deforming

the entire image grid. The image grids shown in the

center row of Fig. 7 are the ones that are actually

produced by our algorithm. The grids shown in the left

row are only used to illustrate the effect of the selected

image space error threshold.
Fig. 6. Selective grid refinement for different image space error

thresholds.

refined grid (left), grid portion limited by container (center),

resulting image (right).
We have chosen a L of 3 (i.e. error directions are only

computed for the three lowest LODs), since our

experiments have shown that this is a suitable value

for our simple mirror geometry. The tessellation of the

image grid varies with a moving viewpoint and is not

necessarily as symmetric as shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Figs. 8 and 9 plot the reduction of vertex transforma-

tions and number of triangles to be rendered for the

examples shown in Fig. 6.

Diamonds indicate measurements for the uniform

image grid with a resolution that is appropriate to

compensate for the required image space error. While

squares represent measurements for the entire selectively

refined image grid, triangles outline measurements for

the spatially limited image portion.

Fig. 10 illustrates the computation durations that

were required for the image grid transformation and the

rendering of the transformed grid.

Table 1 presents the speedup factors for different

image space errors while comparing the uniform grid

method with the unconstrained selective refinement

method (A) and with the spatially limited selective

refinement method (B). One can observe that for large

error thresholds (e.g. 8 mm in our examples) no speedup

can be gained over the uniform grid method. For higher

precision requirements, however, significant speedups

are achieved. Note that the measurements include all

required computations, such as recursions and mini-

mizations.



Fig. 8. Number of required vertex transformations (vertical

axis) for a varying image space error %dis (horizontal axis).

Diamonds indicate measurements for the uniform grid method,

squares represent measurements for the entire selectively refined

image grid, and triangles outline measurements for the

generation of the spatially limited image portions.

Fig. 9. Number of triangles that are required to be rendered

(vertical axis) for a varying image space error %dis (horizontal

axis). Diamonds indicate measurements for the uniform grid

method, squares represent measurements for the entire selec-

tively refined image grid, and triangles outline measurements

for the generation of the spatially limited image portions.

Fig. 10. Time required for vertex transformation and rendering

(vertical axis) for a varying image space error %dis (horizontal

axis). Diamonds indicate measurements for the uniform grid

method, squares represent measurements for the entire selec-

tively refined image grid, and triangles outline measurements

for the generation of the spatially limited image portions.

Table 1

Speedup factor for different %dis

%dis 8 mm 4 mm 2 mm 1 mm 0:5 mm 0:1 mm

A 0.88 1.31 3.05 1.79 3.70 3.19

B 0.86 1.51 3.94 2.44 5.78 5.78
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Fig. 11 shows an example as it can be observed in the

Virtual Showcase prototype that is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Note that the photographs are not touched up. They are

taken as seen from the observer’s perspective. However,

they have been rendered monoscopically. As in Fig. 7,

the uniform (Fig. 11b) and the refined rectangular grid

(Fig. 11c) are only shown to illustrate the effect of the

selected image space error threshold. The image grid

that approximates the bounding box’s silhouette

(Fig. 11d) is actually produced by our algorithm. It

can be noticed in Fig. 11c that the algorithm generates

higher LODs for those image regions, which are

reflected by portions of the mirror that are less

orthogonal to the observer. These regions generate a

higher non-linearity within the warped image and would

consequently produce a larger image space error. To

prevent this, a higher geometric grid resolution is

generated for these regions.
Note that the grid geometry shown in Figs. 11b–e

appears to be slightly noisy. This results from small

bumps and dents that are randomly scattered over the

mirror surface. They were caused by the irregular

surface of the Plexiglas foil, which was coated with a

half-silvered mirror to build the optics. This distortion is

too complex to be taken into account. Note also that the

image in Figs. 11b and c is clipped by the boundaries of

the mirror at its top and bottom. In the photographs,

this clipping lets the image grid appear curved at these

sides. However, it is rectangular.
9. Display specific components

While our algorithm is valid for other displays that

require non-linear predistortion, its display specific

components have been explained based on a particular

mirror display, the cone-shaped Virtual Showcase. The

nature of the additional mirror optics makes the

transformation of the grid patches and the computation

of the resulting displacement error fairly complex.

In fact, the implementation of the TransformPatchVer-

tices and the RefineFurther functions have been

explained with an emphasis on cone-shaped mirror

surfaces. These two functions represent the display

specific components of our algorithm. While for a



Fig. 11. Results observed in the Virtual Showcase: (a) distorted image created with an undersampled uniform grid, (b) oversampled

uniform grid, (c) selectively refined grid for %dis ¼ 0:25 mm; (d) grid portion that projects onto container, and (e) final result.
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mirror display, TransformPatchVertices and Refine-

Further have to consider laws of geometric optics, such

as reflection and refraction transformations, to map grid

vertices from the image plane onto the projection surface

and vice versa, they can be generalized to do the same

for other displays without modifying the general

algorithm.

If, for instance, the algorithm is used to project images

onto curved screens (e.g. a cylindrical or spherical

projection device), TransformPatchVertices would incor-

porate only projection transformations (i.e. it would only

determine intersections of vertex-individual geometric

lines of sight with the display surface). The resulting

displacement error that is computed by RefineFurther

can then be determined within the object space (e.g. the

screen space), rather than within an image space.

Compared to our numerical approach for convex mirror

displays, this would be less complex since it involves only

simple intersection computations for that analytical

solutions exist. If a view-dependence is not required,

TransformPatchVertices and RefineFurther could also

retrieve precomputed values from a look-up table.
10. Conclusion and future work

For displays such as the Virtual Showcase that correct

non-linear distortion by applying multi-pass rendering,

generating appropriate local levels of detail instead of

applying uniform grids or constant image geometries

allows to consider the error that is caused from a

piecewise linear texture interpolation and to minimize it

by adapting the underlying geometry.
For this purpose, we have presented an adaptive grid

refinement algorithm for real-time view-dependent im-

age warping. It can be applied to neutralize optical

distortion or to display undistorted images onto non-

planar surfaces. Although we have developed the

algorithm mainly to enhance image quality and render-

ing performance of curved Virtual Showcases, it can be

adapted to similar displays with only minor modifica-

tions. For instance, we have presented a method for

object–image reflections (Section 7.3) that was optimized

for particular second order mirror surfaces, such as

cones or cylinders. For other mirror surfaces or

projection screens, this method has to be replaced.

On the one hand, the algorithm prevents oversam-

pling and texture artifacts that result from under-

sampling. On the other hand, it speeds up rendering

for such displays significantly while guaranteeing a

predefined maximal error on the image plane. Further-

more, the algorithm facilitates rendering on low-cost

and off-the-shelf hardware, such as PCs and PC-based

graphics acceleration boards.

Beside the displacement error, other criteria are

evaluated and concatenated to define the final exit

condition of the recursive refinement procedure. For

example, the area of the projected patches is computed

to ensure that their size does not fall below the pixel size

on the display surface.

The evaluation of upcoming graphics engines that

provide enhanced user-programmable vertex operations

is on our list of future work. We hope that they will

allow for hardware acceleration of the required per-

vertex transformations. The instruction sets of current

architectures, such as the ones offered by nVidia, ATI or
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[14], however, are still too restricted and do not yet allow

to implement our optical predistortion entirely.

Furthermore, a reactive progressive rendering [10],

which dynamically adapts the screen space error thresh-

old to reach and keep a desired frame rate, would

represent a more intuitive user interface. Such a method

could also consider the texture resolution to further

accelerate our multi-pass rendering method. This speed-

up, however, would be gained on the cost of the overall

image quality.
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